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New Testament has been for them a favorite book of study,
as they feel free to interpret the statements regarding the
divinity of Christ in a pantheistic sense.
As we have seen, the Senusfyeh are represented in Syria
only by a few secret followers in Damascus, under a sheikh
recognized or tolerated by the Turkish Government. But
as this powerful North African order, organized as recently
as 1835, is engaged in spreading the Panislamic idea, for
whose origin it is said to be responsible, and which if car-
ried out logically would menace all European possessions
in North Africa, a brief paragraph may be devoted to it.
The founder, Mohammed Urn Senusi, was buried in 1859
at Jerabub, an oasis in the Libyan Desert, midway between
Egypt and Tripoli, and to his magnificent mausoleum throng
multitudes of his followers, who are said to substitute this
visit for the pilgrimage to Mecca.1 The head-quarters of
the order were transferred in 1893 or 1804 to Kafra, some
three hundred and fifty miles south of Jerabub, by the
Sheikh-el-Mahdi, son of the founder. In ways that (up
to the present) are more peaceful, this order, still in the
vigor of youth,, is carrying on the work of the unsuccess-
ful Puritan revival, of the Wahabis, crushed early in the last
century by the arms of Ibrahim Pasha. Austere in their
living, iconoclastic toward the cult of shrines,'2 zealous in
their efforts to restore the primeval ideas of Islam, intolerant
not only of Christians but of such Moslem powers as tolerate
these, the followers of this order, said to number millions,
constitute a force that the world may have to reckon with.
From other orders are gathered recruits who by conforming
to certain restrictions are permitted to retain the old allegi-
ance when accepting the new. Good Moslems are urged
to leave such countries as Turkey and Egypt, where a com-
promise is officially made between Islam and Western civ-
ilization. It may be added that mighty as is the influence
in Syria and Palestine of the orders chiefly represented in
these lands, this is not on the same high plane, intellectual,
1 See "Essays In Islam," by Rev. E. Sell, article III, "The Religious
Orders of Islam," pp. 127 ff. Compare Depont and Coppolani (op*
at.), pp. 539-541.
8 Exception Is evidently made for the founder's shrine.

